
Year 11

Progress Evening

Wednesday 15th November



Evening Focus
Understand:

• What does the Yr11 academic calendar look like for my child?

• What does your child’s data mean and how will they be assessed?

• What is the science behind learning and how will this help my child 
know and remember more?

• How can my child prepare themselves effectively for their exams?

• What is my child learning in their core subjects?



‘Enjoy, Achieve, Celebrate’

Target Grades and PPG
Frequently Asked Questions

What does a target grade mean?
It is the minimum grade students should be aiming for by the end of Year 11, it is designed specifically for each student and is 

based on prior learning.
What is the difference between a target grade and a predicted grade?

A target grade is set centrally based on prior learning. A predicted grade is the teacher’s professional estimate of what you will 
achieve if you continue to make progress at the same rate by the end of Year 11.

What is the difference between a target grade and a working at grade?
A students working at grade is what assessment data shows they are working at right now in that subject, this might be 

explained as ‘if they took this exam tomorrow, they would get that’. We expect students to continually improve their working at 
grade.

Why do we get target grades?
We want students to take ownership of their progress.

Learning is not forced upon students, those students who learn the most do so when they are motivated to learn more.
Target grades give students a goal to meet and then beat.

Importantly a target grade lets students know where they need to be so they can find out how to get there.



Step 1 – 15th November 2023 Year 11 Progress Evening will be used to discuss what the rest of Year 11 
looks like and making sense of the data sent home

Step 2 – This data will be used for college applications and shared with colleges, with deadlines before 
2nd February 2024, predicted grades are used by colleges.

Step 3 – Mock exams begin 11th December 2023

Step 4 – Mock Results – 2nd February 2024, this data can then be shared with colleges after 2nd 
February 2024

Data for Year 11



What do my Vocational Targets 
mean?



After 
Secondary?

All students in the UK must stay in education until they are 18. If a student fails to achieve a Grade 4 in English or 
Maths then they will be required to resit their GCSE along side their other qualifications.

If a child is found to be not in employment, education and training it can lead to benefits such as child benefit being 
stopped.



Yr11  Assessment & 
Communication Calendar

• Careers Fair
• 3-week countdown to mock exams
• Practical exams week
• Achieve programme
• Revision resources



Yr11  Assessment & Communication 
Calendar

• English speaking assessments
• BTEC assessment release dates
• Mock results day



Yr11  Assessment & Communication 
Calendar

• Assessment data shared
• Yr11 Parents Evening



Yr11  Assessment & Communication 
Calendar

• Exam timetables
• GCSE exams



Yr11  Assessment & Communication 
Calendar

• Contingency Day
• Prom/ Leavers Assembly



https://youtu.be/4tfh7vs0MIc?si=TVrtp42lDiY8xaUV

How do you make the knowledge and skills you learn stay in your long-term memory?

How do you retrieve this knowledge from your long-term memory?

How do we learn?

Retrieval

https://youtu.be/4tfh7vs0MIc?si=TVrtp42lDiY8xaUV


After 7 days the average 
person forgets about 80% of 
what they have learned

Use it or lose it!

How do we learn?



The more you revisit, 
the less you forget

The more you 
remember 

How do we learn?



The Curriculum

The Weaving Model 



Achieve

-Teachers deliver Achieve sessions 
voluntarily.

-Students chose which Achieve sessions 
they need to attend on a weekly basis.

-Achieve sessions allow students to 
revisit knowledge they have learnt or 
missed in previous lessons. These sessions 
can deepen their understanding of key 
knowledge and skills with support from 
their subject teachers. 

-Vocational subjects may only need 
students closer to assessment deadlines.



Revision- How do we learn?



Yr11 English Curriculum

Across years 10 and 11, your child has been learning 2 subjects in their English lessons:
• English language
• English literature

Through English language we have covered reading and inference skills for fiction and non-fiction and writing for a purpose 
(non-fiction) and for a narrative (fiction).

In literature, we have covered Blood Brothers, A Christmas Carol, Macbeth and a range of poetry.



Yr11 English Curriculum

As of now, we have covered the full exam specification through our curriculum, so for the remainder of year 11, students 
will be revisiting and developing their knowledge and skills in all elements of the language and literature curriculum.

The below is a loose structure of what we will be revising in class across the remainder of year 11, but this will vary from 
class to class as leaders and teachers analyse the specific gaps in knowledge of each class and tailor the revision curricula 
to those needs.

Language
• Non-Fiction 

Reading
• Transactional 

Writing 
(letters and 
articles)

Half-Term 2 
(November-Christmas)

Half-Term 3
(January-February)

Half-Term 4
(February-Easter)

Half-Term 5
(April – Spring Bank)

Language
• Transactional 

Writing 
(guides, 
reports and 
reviews)

Language
• Fiction 

Reading
• Creative 

Prose 
writing

Literature
• A 

Christmas 
Carol

• Macbeth

Literature
• Power and 

Conflict 
Poetry

Literature
• Unseen 

Poetry

Literature
• TBC as dictated by the 

needs of the class



Yr11 English Curriculum

Outside of lesson time, please support your child with completing purposeful, independent revision. There are practice exam 
questions, guides to how to purposefully revise and revision guides for all elements of the exam saved on the school 
website. In addition, students need to seek out their teachers proactively and ask to go through their independent revision 
work outside of lesson time.

Students often 
struggle with how to 
revise effectively for a 

subject like English 
which prioritises skills 
over content. I have 
included some advice 
on the following slide



With a skills based subject like English 
language – practice of the skills is 

essential and the most useful revision



Again, practising of skills is important, 
but only once students are secure in 
the knowledge of the content of the 

book



Yr11 Maths Curriculum

The Maths curriculum covers over 300 individual skills that build up and interleave over time…

Geometry and measure
65

From: Using a ruler to 
measure a line accurately

To: Sine and cosine rules 
(including the ambiguous 
case of the sine rule) and 
Proving the circle 
theorems

Stats and data
41

From: Categorical 
(qualitative) data and 
frequency tables 

To: Multiple strategies for 
solving probability 
problems - tree diagrams, 
Venn diagrams, two-way 
tables, applying the 'AND' 
and 'OR' rules

Algebra
99

From: Simplifying simple 
linear expressions

To: Find and estimate 
instantaneous and 
average rates of change 
(tangents and chords) 
and proof by algebraic 
deduction

Number 
121

From: ordering positive 
integers and decimals, 
placing on a number line

To: error intervals, limits 
of accuracy rationalising 
surds involving expanding 
binomials



Yr11 Maths Curriculum

From January to the end of the year we will be focusing entirely on:

What your child will be working on for the rest of the year…

Exam technique Recall and retention

Week 1: Students will start a past 
paper in class, then take it home to 
complete. They must bring it back in 
for their teacher to mark.
For each past paper, students will 
receive a Question Level Analysis 
(QLA) providing them with 
individualised feedback.

Week 2: Students will complete a 
‘shadow’ paper at home and bring it in 
to mark in class using a mark scheme, 
developing their understanding of how 
marks are awarded.

The teacher will use the class QLA 
to identify any gap in student 
knowledge and find areas where 
more marks could be gained. The 
following two weeks lessons will be 
based on developing either the 
skills base or exam technique 
needed to improve.
Students will then receive a 
‘shadow’ paper to complete at 
home to see if they have improved.

This cycle will repeat fortnightly.



Yr11 Maths Curriculum

How you can support at home…

• Ensure students are completing papers and handing them in on time
• Direct them to their individual QLA using Sparx- watch the videos
• Encourage students to attend Achieve sessions



Yr11 Science Curriculum
What do we teach and when?



Yr11 Science Curriculum
How are mathematical skills built in over time?



Yr11 Science Curriculum
How are science practical skills built over time?



Yr11 Science Curriculum
How is science assessed?

Assessments
There are six papers: two biology, two chemistry and two 
physics. Each of the papers will assess knowledge and 
understanding from distinct topic areas.



Yr11 Science Curriculum
How is science assessed?



Yr11 Science Curriculum
Home learning



Career and Aspirations

Every Year 11 student will have a careers appointment before applying to college.

Students must complete their College applications on the 'Get Into' portal they have made a start in Learning for Life 
lessons. Colleges in Calderdale and Kirklees will then take these applications when they apply. If a student wishes to 
apply outside of Calderdale and Kirklees or to Greenhead they must apply to the college directly through their website. 
Students must still complete 'Get into' as it centrally stores their information for them to use as needed.

If a student wants to apply for an apprenticeship they must secure the job themselves. All students should apply to at 
least one college in case the apprenticeship falls through.

To make progress beyond GCSE students must apply for a Level 3 qualification.

GCSE results day is Thursday 22nd August 2024.



Our aim – “Together, we are proud to be our best”

▪ Thank you!

▪ Please don't hesitate to 

contact us, if you have any 

queries about your child's 

learning.

Exam information Revision Tips and Techniques

lynne.obrien@sharemat.co.uk

Yr11 Year Lead

mailto:lynne.obrien@sharemat.co.uk
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